
- There is a further all-compelling reason why a world
conanunity sense cannot

be too completely developedo I mean,-of eoursefl
the urgent necessity for the effective control of atomic energy,

Scientific achievements have in recent years placed this terrible weapon

of destruction at the disposal of mankind, The processes by which .
atomic energy i s released are now well lmown to the scientists of all
nationso : The abilit,y to make and release the atomic bomb willp in the
course of tinea be available to any nation which possesses and devotes
sufficient skill to that purposea The international control of atomic

energy might change it from a force of terrible destruction into a power
which could greatly benefit the whole of mankind ,

In the presence of the menace whieh atomic energy constitutesD
every nation, in the interest of its own people as well as those o f
other lands, eannot strive too earnestly to ensure this mighty trans-
formation, The hope of the world zsg I believea eentred today in the
United Nations as the one world organization capable of establishing
this international control e

In his address to this Assembly last Saturday, the
representative of the U,S,S,R, said that after thirty months of work by
the Atomic r+nergy Commission there had been no positive resultsn .that the
work o£ the Atomic Energy Commission had remafned fruitlesse He sought to
place the blame on the United States for the failurea thus far, to bring
about the international control of atomic energyo I do not think this is
borne out by the factso The Government of Canada has taken part in the
important discussions and negotiations on this subject since their
inception . I am therefore able to speak with some knowledge of the facts e

The facts show conclusively that not only has the United
States striven earnestly and hopefully for a solution, but thatb subject
to proper safeguards, they have unhesitatingly offered to give to the
world the far-reAohing advantages which came to them in consequence of
their vast efforts in this field during the late waro - . -.

7iro years ago, when the meetings of the Atomie Energy
Commission were commeneed, no one was certain that it would be possible
to produce aworkable plan in the international control and development
of this great source of energy. A plan for this purpose has, hoarever9
been developed. The nations of the world, whioh now possess the resources
and the skill for the production of atomio energy, have stated their
willingness to take part in the operation of the plan .

The representative of the U,S,SoRo, in denying that

substantial progress has been made toward the working out of arrangements

for the international control of atomic energya stands almost alone in

this view, Every other country which has participated in the work of the

Atomic Energy Commission established by this Assembly at its first session

in London, which has been free to express its conclusionsD has joined in

full acceptance of the majority report of the Commissiono

The report of the Commission will come before the Assembly
later for detailed study and approvalo At that times, members of the

.Canadian delegation will develop the reasons for Canada 6s acceptance o f
its proposals . In our opinion they are based on the inescapable facts of
atomie energy, and constitute the only method by which these new dread
forces may properly be brought under effective control in the interes t
of peace and well-being of all the peoples of the world o
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